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COMPANY _ KRILA DESIGN

LED LIGHTING

THE METHACRYLTE

Kriladesign represents the creative work of people, who from over 30 years, give shape to 
methacrylate projects from the development of the idea to the definition of the product, from 
moulds production to the industrialization process, assuring top quality results. Kriladesign 
philosophy starts from the need to infuse tradition, creativity and innovation into shapes and 
objects. It offers quality and a market position that combine high technology and excellence of 
materials with a correct management costs production, powered by the choice of distributing 
the product directly. The particular attention to the object lifespan and to energy resources 
needed for recycling, are guarantee for environmental respect and energy saving. Kriladesign 
products will always express a story of ideas, details care and design creativity, a direct and 
simple recall to the culture of Italian good living and top production.

Leds are characterized by a very high lighting efficiency. Qualities are the high performance 
colours, their durability, the extreme brightness and definition of white light, the lack of UV rays 
radiation. Absence of quicksilver, lead and heavy metals, like the high durability of leds, assure 
a low environmental impact. It is possible to substitute traditional light sources gaining a 
lowering of energy consumption up to 70% (every hexagonal element has a power of 2 watt 
and it is similar to a 12 watt traditional lamp).

Methacrylate (polimethacrylate) is the perfect material to combine led sources, since their 
high coefficient of light spread (92%) allows an almost complete transparency. It is a light 
material and it has a crash resistance up to ten times more than glass, this allows the 
maximum flexibility also for the creation of high thickness shapes. Its surface can be glazed, 
painted or coated by electrolytic process, allowing other interesting combinations with 
materials such as wood, ceramic, steel, etc.
This material is completely recyclable.
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  COD.2004 C5 INDIRECT LIGHT WALL LAMP WITH POWER SUPPLY ON THE WALL

INFORMATION/CERTIFICATIONS

RECOMMENDATIONS

CONTACTS

Modules made in Polymethylmethacrylate transparent/coloured.
90 led-light source. Max power 10W
It generates 630 LUMEN that is as the bright of a 60 W lamp. 
Power pack class II. 
24V output/1,25A.
Dimensions 306x93x322

All products of Kriladesign conform to CE standards, EMC and Safety, 2004/108/EC 
Electromagnetic Compatibility and 2006/95/EC Low Voltage Equipment.
All products are made in Italy and guaranteed by the 100% made in Italy certification.
Packaging is with environmental certification.
Kriladesign is registered to the RAEE - Register of Producer for Electrical and Electronic Devices.
All products are patented for the protection of their originality.

It is forbidden to use the apparatus for utilizations that differ from those which it has been 
projected.
Do not leave within the reach of children the parts of the packaging.
The apparatus have to be installed indoors, far from heat, in a dry dust-free environment (room 
temperature max 40°C).
For every possible damaged or malfunction (ex. the substitution of the power cord), switching 
off the electricity or detaching the plug and turn to specialized staff, or contact directly the firm 
mailing to info@kriladesign.com.

kriladesign srl  
c.da Mattonata, 28c - 62019 Recanati - MC
c.f./p.iva: 00378080436
www.kriladesign.com
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BOX CONTENTS

1. n° 1 wall lamp with power supply cable
2. n° 1 feeder box
3. n° 1 wall bracket for lamp fixig
4. n° 3 screw ф 4 mm
5. n° 2 screw ф 3 mm

x 1

x 1x 1

x 1
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1. CREATION OF ANCHORAGE POINTS

2. CREATION OF ANCHORAGE POINTS

Take out and place the derm (A) to match the light point* in correspondence of the 
holes D and E. 

Drill with a bit of ф 6 mm in the points represented on the surface 
C, D and E, if preferred set the feeder over the lamp.
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3. FIXING THE FEEDER BOX
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1

Open the feeder box and fix it on the ceiling in the holes D and E as it is illustrated on figure, using 
the screws ф 4 mm supplied. Connect the current to the feeder.

A
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GUARANTEE PERIOD

GUARANTEE APPLICATION

GUARANTEE EXCLUSION

WARNINGS

This guarantee it is intended to be additional and not substitutive of every other right the 
consumer/buyer of the product enjoy with; in particular remains unprejudge the rights the 
consumer/buyer of the product is entitled with pursuant to the par. 1 of the D.Lgs. of the 2nd 
of February 2002, n. 24, which in Italy has carry the directive 1999/44/CE about the consumer 
goods guarantee into effect. 
Products marked Kriladesign are guaranteed against defects of material and of 
manufacturing for a period of 12 months from the date of purchase.
The guarantee is valid only presenting the original document of the purchase (receipt) 
certifying the date of the purchase, the seller and the name of the product purchased.

The purchaser must denounce at the sale point the eventual defect of the product, within two 
months from the discovery,  by registered letter with acknowledgment of receipt.
 The defected product must be returned accompanied by the original proof of purchase, 
complete with all the elements of which is composed end with the original packaging, under 
penalty of guarantee forfeiture.
The validity of the period of guarantee starting from the first day of the purchase. Every 
substitution or reparation of the product do not imply an extension of the guarantee period.

Are excluded from guarantee damages caused by phenomena unrelated at the normal 
functioning of the product (lightning, atmospheric phenomena, overvoltage, overcurrent, 
irregular power supply, etc..), damages occurred during the storage in the point of sale or 
during the transportation from the point of sale to the customers.
Guarantee it is not applied in case of damages caused of neglect, use or installations not in 
conformity with the instructions provided, tampering, damage due to negligence of the 
purchaser.
It is excluded any compensation of direct or indirect damages of any nature at people or things 
due to the use of the product.

The product is not maintenanceble, for any possible fault or malfunction, turn off the power 
switching off. The guarantee decay if the product has been tampered.   
The product can’t be released to the environment and the disposal at the end of life must be 
done in accordance with the dispositions in force in the country where the conferring takes 
place.
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